Neuronal metabolism governs cortical network response state
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The level of arousal in mammals is correlated with metabolic state and specific patterns of cortical neuronal responsivity. In particular, rhythmic transitions between periods of high activity (up phases) and low activity (down phases) vary between wakefulness and deep sleep/anaesthesia. Current opinion about changes in cortical response state between sleep and wakefulness is split between neuronal network-mediated mechanisms and neuronal metabolism-related mechanisms. Here, we demonstrate that slow oscillations in network state are a consequence of interactions between both mechanisms. Specifically, recurrent networks of excitatory neurons, whose membrane potential is partly governed by ATP-modulated potassium (K<sub>ATP</sub>) channels, mediate response-state oscillations via the interaction between excitatory network activity involving slow, kainate receptor-mediated events and the resultant activation of ATP-dependent homeostatic mechanisms. These findings suggest that K<sub>ATP</sub> channels function as an interface between neuronal metabolic state and network responsivity in mammalian cortex.

S
low-wave oscillations (SWO) occur in the cerebral cortex and associated areas (1). They are particularly manifest during periods of behavioral quiescence and are an ubiquitous feature of deep sleep (2–5). Two hypotheses dominate the possible functional significance of such activity (6). SWO have been shown to be critical for learning and plasticity (2, 7). Additionally, it has been proposed that they allow for, or are generated by, reduced neuronal metabolism, whereby restorative cellular processes take place to reset the deficit induced by a period of wakefulness (8–10). At the cellular level, slow-wave electroencephalogram activity correlates with fluctuations in the membrane potential of cortical neurones (3, 11), where periods of hyperpolarization (down phase) alternate between periods of depolarization (up phase). Such bistable behavior is thought to depend on a balance of recurrent excitation and local inhibition (12, 13) in addition to slow-wave input from the thalamus (14). However, persistent depolarized states might also occur through synaptic excitation alone, with kinetically slow excitatory synaptic potentials (EPSPs) such as those generated by kainate receptors (15) or NMDA receptors (but see below), temporally summing with sufficient background activity (16). In addition, such a maintained depolarization can be generated purely by intrinsic ionic currents in bistable neurons (17).

The nature of the relationship between neuronal metabolic state and SWO is also unclear. From a network perspective, a number of synaptic conductances, most notably those mediated by NMDA receptors (18), are modulated by metabolism. However, some neurons have intrinsic conductances specifically designed to sense aspects of metabolic state. During wakefulness, constant neuronal activity is metabolically demanding (8, 19). Measurements of cerebral metabolism during slow-wave sleep have demonstrated a decrease in cerebral blood flow in cortical regions (20) causing restriction of the supply of energy to neuronal populations. One main energy (ATP) consumer is the Na<sup>+</sup>/K<sup>+</sup>-ATPase pump, which has been estimated to utilize 50–80% of total cerebral ATP production (8, 19, 21). Therefore, we tested the hypothesis that SWOs depend on interaction between network activity and neuronal metabolism via the metabolism-sensitive intrinsic tonic current gated by intracellular levels of ATP, the K<sub>ATP</sub> channel (17, 22, 23).

Results

Spontaneous SWO could be recorded in rat entorhinal cortical slices (n = 62, 0.17 ± 0.004 Hz) (Fig. 1A). They were seen superficial to laminae dissecans with the largest amplitude occurring in LIII (1018 ± 93.2 μV). Deeper layers did not show SWO (Fig. 1A). To establish that the SWO were sensitive to the metabolic state of the slice, we modified the glucose concentration in the bathing medium. Reduction in glucose concentration reduces the ATP/ADP ratio in rat brain (24). The frequency of SWO was higher in 10 mM glucose, as a result of shorter down-phase periods (3.25 ± 0.08 s vs. 4.10 ± 0.3, P < 0.05, n = 5) when compared with more physiologically relevant concentrations (25) (2.5 mM, Fig. 1B). The duration of the up phase of the SWO (P > 0.05, Fig. 1B) was not altered, suggesting that metabolic state modulated the SWO primarily via effects on the down phase.

Intracellular recordings from layer III pyramidal neurons revealed up and down phases of membrane potential concurrent with the local field potential (Fig. 1C). The two phases were separated by 8.4 ± 0.4 mV (n = 24) and demonstrated a clear bistability (Fig. 1Ci). A similar pattern of rhythmic bistability was seen in fast spiking interneurons in LII/III, with membrane potential alternating between phases separated by 7.6 ± 0.6 mV (n = 5, Fig. 1Ci). However, stellate cells did not show such a bistable pattern of membrane potential change. Rhythmic increases in spike output, concurrent with the field, were entirely due to trains of fast EPSPs with little temporal summation (Fig. 1Ci). Layer II neurons are likely to have much less recurrent excitatory connectivity (26) and do not have the large, slow, kainate receptor-mediated postsynaptic responses observed in LII pyramids** and interneurons (16). We next examined the role of excitatory network activity in the slow oscillation.

Previsously, it has been proposed that the generation of the up phase is sensitive to blockade of both NMDA receptors and α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA)/kainate receptors in neocortex (13). However, in
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entorhinal cortex, albeit with a lower calcium ion concentration, we found that the NMDA receptor antagonist D-2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoate (20 mM; n = 6) did not block SWO (data not shown). SWO were also unaffected by the AMPA receptor blocker SYM2206 (25 μM; n = 6, Fig. 2A). This not to say that AMPA receptors do not participate in shaping the dynamic of neuronal responses during the up phase, because increases in spike generation in principal cells were evident in the presence of the AMPA receptor blocker (Fig. 2A).

Subsequent bath application of the mixed AMPA/kainate receptor antagonist 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (CNQX) (20 μM; n = 6) abolished both intracellular and network activity associated with the up phase of SWO (data not shown), as seen in neocortex. This finding suggested a role for kainate receptors. Accordingly, bath application of the GluR5-specific receptor antagonist UBP302 (20 μM; n = 13) abolished the up phase at both the single-cell and population level (Fig. 2B). In the absence of GluR5-mediated synaptic transmission, spontaneous EPSPs were still recorded, but were considerably briefer than in control (SWO) conditions (Fig. 2C). The decay time constants for

---

Fig. 1. The profile of SWO in the entorhinal cortex. (A) The example of a DC field potential recording from LIII revealed slow oscillations consisting of alternating periods of activity and quiescence. An array of four extracellular electrodes were placed across the layers of the cortex revealed the anatomical location of the slow rhythm as the superficial entorhinal cortex. Note, no slow rhythm was seen in the deep layer V. (Scale bars, 0.2 mV, 20 s.) (B) The characteristics of the slow rhythm depended on glucose concentration. Switching from 10 mM glucose to 2.5 mM caused a significant prolongation of the down phase (*, P < 0.05, n = 5). (C) Membrane potential bistability was specific to certain cell types during the slow rhythm. The DC field potential, recorded concurrently with the LIII pyramidal cell data, is shown for reference. (i) LIII pyramidal cells demonstrated the most robust membrane potential bistability. The example trace shows four consecutive transitions from down to up phase. Note the increase in background EPSP activity before transition to up phase (asterisks) also seen in model (Fig. 4E). The histogram shows the distribution of membrane potentials over a 120-s epoch. (Inset) Neurolucida reconstruction of the recorded neuron. (Scale bars, 50 μm.) Bistability was also evident in LII basket cells (ii) but not LII stellate cells (iii). (Scale bars, 20 mV, 5 s.)

Fig. 2. Kainate receptor activation was critical for generation of the slow oscillation. (A) Concurrent recordings of the LIII field potential and a LIII pyramidal neuron in the absence (Upper) and presence (Lower) of the specific AMPA receptor blocker SYM2206 (25 μM). There was little change in the slow rhythm in the presence of the drug. Control membrane potential was bistable between −72 ± 2 and −62 ± 3 mV, with sym bistability was between −70 ± 3 and −62 ± 4 mV. (B) In contrast, application of the GluR5 receptor antagonist UBP302 (20 μM) abolished the rhythmic response-state transitions. At the asterisk, a depolarizing current step demonstrates the continued ability to evoke neuronal responses. Control membrane potential was bistable between −70 ± 1 and −60 ± 1 mV, with UBP302 there was no bistability, membrane potential was monostable around −62 ± 3 mV. (Scale bars, 0.5 mV (field), 20 mV (neuron), 5 s.) (C) Spontaneous excitatory events in LIII pyramids changed dramatically with GluR5 blockade. Data show averaged EPSPs in the presence (gray) and absence (black) of UBP302 (20 μM). (Scale bars, 0.5 mV, 250 ms.)
spontaneous EPSPs recorded in layer III pyramidal neurons decreased from $109 \pm 5$ ms to $14 \pm 1$ ms ($P < 0.05, n = 5$). These data suggested that, as with interneurons (16), temporal summation of kainate receptor-mediated recurrent excitatory activity within a LIII pyramidal neuronal network played a role in the generation and maintenance of the up phase of the SWO.

The above data support the notion that the up phase was driven by recurrent network excitation but that the metabolic sensitivity of the SWO is mediated by effects on the down phase. Therefore, we examined the mechanisms underlying the transition between two phases of the SWO cycle. In addition to network dynamics, the intrinsic properties of neurons play a fundamental role in governing cortical bistable activity (27). One possibility is that a $K^+$ current activated by the metabolic demands ([ATP]/[ADP]) of network activity during the up phase of the oscillation may drive the transition to down phase. We tested the involvement of $K_{ATP}$ channels pharmacologically.

Antagonism with tolbutamide ($300 \mu$M; $n = 6$), caused a significant prolongation of the up phase (control vs. tolbutamide: $2.92 \pm 0.04$ s vs. $9.21 \pm 0.76$ s; $P < 0.001$; Fig. 3A and B) and...
activation with diazoxide (300–500 μM; n = 6) increased the duration of the down phase at both neuron and network level (control vs. diazoxide: 5.08 ± 0.82 s vs. 11.71 ± 1.89 s; P < 0.001; Fig. 3 A and B). Immunocytochemical experiments where slices were stained for one of the pore forming subunits, Kir6.2, confirmed the presence of the K<sub>ATP</sub> channel in the LIII neurons involved in the SWO (Fig. 3C).

The relative contribution of synaptic network properties and K<sub>ATP</sub> channels in SWO was examined by blocking the channels only in a single recorded neuron by addition of 50 mM MgATP to the intracellular recording solution (28). Blockade of K<sub>ATP</sub> in a single LIII pyramidal neuron did not affect the population oscillation. However, the transition from down to up phase in the recorded neuron (n = 5) was prolonged, and the post-up-phase hyperpolarization was abolished (Fig. 3D). In these cells the residual waveform (Fig. 3D, red trace) can be regarded as the average synaptic input to the cell in the absence of the intrinsic waveform generated by interplay between this network activity and K<sub>ATP</sub> channels. These data suggested that both the individual cellular response to network activity and the termination of the up phase were governed by modulation of K<sub>ATP</sub> channels, most likely formed by Kir6.2-SUR1 (29).

These data indicate that interactions between kainate receptor-mediated activity in a recurrent network of pyramidal neurons and the metabolic demands of these neurons (expressed via modulation of K<sub>ATP</sub> channels) was sufficient to generate rhythmic population bistability. Given the degree of action potential generation associated with the up phase of the SWO the most likely candidate mechanism for coupling activity to the K<sub>ATP</sub> channels was ATP utilization by the Na<sup>+</sup>/K<sup>+</sup>-ATPase. Ouabain (0.5 mM), which blocks Na<sup>+</sup>/K<sup>+</sup>-ATPase (30), abolished the SWO (data not shown). Changes in extracellular calcium ion concentration also occur during SWO (31). Both synaptic activity and spiking are associated with increased calcium entry into neurons, which are pumped out by a Ca<sup>2+</sup>-ATPase (32). However, for the present model, we consider the effects of spike-induced changes in [Na<sup>+</sup>] only. We constructed a model in which recurrent network activity in excitatory neurons interacted with K<sub>ATP</sub> channels in a manner dependent on ATP hydrolysis (via Na<sup>+</sup>/K<sup>+</sup>-ATPase) in response to action potential-dependent [Na<sup>+</sup>] increases.

Starting with random initial conditions, the model population of 100 cells produced SWO with 10–11 active periods per min (Fig. 4A). The up phase consisted of temporally summed EPSPs as long as rd was > 16 ms, below this value, no SWO was seen. Spiking caused increases in [Na<sup>+</sup>]; in each cell (Fig. 4B), thus decreasing [ATP] (Fig. 4C) leading to the opening of the K<sub>ATP</sub> channels (Fig. 4D), which generated a membrane hyperpolarization. However, because of the recurrent excitatory synaptic connections, cell spiking continued until a threshold was reached at which synaptic drive could no longer sustain the population activity, the termination of the up phase.

During the down phase, ATP levels recovered, gradually removing the influence of K<sub>ATP</sub> on membrane potential. The resulting gradual depolarization increased background activity within the recurrent network (Fig. 4E) until, again, a threshold is reached. Positive feedback between the increase in recurrent excitation and the membrane potential effectively bootstraps the network back into the up phase via temporal summation of EPSPs. With a heterogeneous bias current across the population of neurons, the onset of the up phase is triggered by the mutual recruitment of subpopulations of the most active neurons, which act to excite the rest of the population. This model was able to reproduce the effects of experimental manipulation of KATP channels with tolbutamide and diazoxide (compare Fig. 3 A and B with Fig. 5, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site).

SWOs recorded in vitro brain slice preparations very closely resemble those seen in vivo (data in this study and also compare data in refs. 2–5 and 11 with data in refs. 12 and 13). Even in the absence of a thalamic SWO generator (14), the present computational and experimental data indicated that rhythmic bistability in cortical neuronal networks can occur as a consequence of the thresholding effects of the interaction between neurons coupled via kainate receptor-mediated excitation and the resulting metabolic demands influencing membrane potential via K<sub>ATP</sub> channels. The possibility of generation of an active up phase in neurons generated by temporal summation of kainate receptor-mediated postsynaptic events (16) suggests that recurrent excitatory networks, so coupled, may serve to control intrinsic network responsivity on the basis of brain metabolic state. In the present study, kainate receptors alone were neces-
sary and sufficient to generate this network bistability. However, AMPA receptors played a role in shaping the faster dynamics of the system within an up phase. Interneurons in cortex receive a large part of their synaptic drive via these receptors, suggesting that the increase in principal cell spiking during the up phase in the absence of AMPA receptor-mediated synaptic transmission (Fig. 2A) occurred via disinhibition.

The role of ATP in neuronal metabolism may strongly influence neuronal information processing (33). The present data indicate that, given the interaction between ATP and potassium channels and the relationship between sleep and neuronal metabolism (6, 9), the state of cortical arousal may be controlled primarily by the activity of such networks.

**Methods**

**Electrophysiology.** Horizontal entorhinal cortical slices (450 μm thick) were prepared from adult male Wistar rats (150–250 g) and maintained at 34°C at the interface between warm moist carbogen gas (95% O2/5% CO2) and artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF) containing 3 mM KCl, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 1 mM MgSO4, 1.6 mM CaCl2, 24 mM NaHCO3, 10 or 2.5 mM glucose, biocytin for identification and post hoc reconstruction.

**Immunocytochemistry.** Sections of entorhinal cortex were sandwiched between two Millipore filters to prevent deformations.